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ABSTRACT: The Connection Machine is a fine-grained parallel computer

haing up to 64K processors. It supports both local communication among

the processors, which are situated in a two-dimensional mesh, and high-

bandwidth communication among processors at arbitrary locations, using a

message-passing network. We present solutions to a set of Image Understand-

ing problems for the Connection Machine. These problems were proposed

by DARPA to evaluate architectures for Image Understanding systems, and

are intended to comprise a representative sample of fundamental procedures

to be used in Image Understanding. The solutions on the Connection Ma-

chine embody general methods for filtering images, determining connectivity

among image elements, determining spatial relations of image elenmenis and

computing graph properties, such as matchings and shortest paths.
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- '1 Introduction

Several problems for vision research were proposed for a DARPA Workshop

on Parallel Architectures for Image Understanding. This documlent describes

the design and implementation of ,oiutions to these problemrns on the Con-

- nection Machinet . We describe the Connection Machine and its features

which permit fast parallel solutions to these problems. Then, we describe
. each problem and present its solution. In each case, we provide an estinate

of the running times for the sample problems on the current version of the

,Connection Machine.

1.1 The Connection Machine

The Connection Machine tlIillis85 is a powerful fine-grained parallel machine

having between 16K and 64K processors, operating under a single instruction

stream broadcast to all processors (figure 1). It is a Single Instruction Mul-

tiple Data (SIMD) machine, because all processors execute the same control

stream. Each of the processors is a simple 1-bit processor, currently wi:.h 4K

bits of memory. There are two modes of communication among the proces-

"-N sors: first, the processors are connected by a mesh of wires into a 128 x 512
(,rid network (the NEWS netvirk, so-called because the connections are in

the four cardinal directions), allowing rapid direct communication between

neighboring processors, and, second, the router, which allows messages to be

sent from any processor to any other processor in the machine. The proces-

sors in the Connection Machine can be envisioned as being the vertices of a

16-dimensional hypercube (in fact, it is a 12-dimensional hypercube; at each .' "1

vertex of the hypercube resides a chip containing 16 processors). Figure 2

shows a 4-dimensional hypercube; each processor is connecte,, loy 4 wires

to other processors. Each processor in the Connection Machine is idertified

by a unique integer in the range 0... 65535, its hypercube address, inpos- 4
- ig ;) linear order oi: the processors. This address identifies the processor

* for message-passing by Ith( router. Messages pass along the edges of the

hypercube from source processors to destination processors. An operation

where messages are trarsmitted arnonig the processors using the router will

*be termed a send operalion. In addilion to local operations in the processors,

4.3. .,I] ',r, , -it1( i a i.t, ,tik of "hi nkiig M a~hi e ( I'Alru 1111.
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Figure 1: Block Diagram of the Connection Machine

the Connection Machine can return to the host machine the result of various

"I , operations on a field in all processors; it can return the global maximum,

minimum, sum, logical AND, logical OR of the field.

To manipulate data structures with more than 64K elements, the Connec-

tion Machine provides virtual processors. A single physical processor operates

as a set of multiple virtual processors by serializing operations in time, and

dividing the memory of each processor accordingly. This is otherwise in-

visible to the user. The number of virtual processors assigned to a physical

processor is denoted by the virtual processor ratio (VP ratio), which is always

> 1. When the VP ratio is strictly greater than 1, the Connection Machine

is necessarily slowed down by that factor, in most operations.

1.2 Powerful Primitive Operations

Many of the problenis investigated here must he solved by a combination

of communication modes on the Connection Machine. The design of these

'algorithms takes advantage of the underlying architecture of the machine in

novel ways. There are several cornlon, clemnentary operations used in this

discussion of parall(l algorithmls. Sorting, for example, of all 8-bit pixel values

0@ 2
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Figure 2: 4-dimensional Hypercube

in a 512 x 512 image (VP of 4:1) takes approximately 30 ins. A 256 X 256

1. image (VIP 1:1) can be sorted in approximately 10 ins. This operation is

primitive, and is useful, because of its power and speed.

1.2.1 Scanning

The scan operation is a primitive, global operation that uses the hypercube

connections underlying the router to distribute values among the proces-

sors of the Connection Machine, scan takes a binary associative opera-

tor G), with identity 0, an ordered set [aoj all. . .,] and returns the set

[ao, (ao ®D a,),..., (ao G a, E . .. E) an-,)]. The scan operations implement the

abstract operation known as parallel prefix [Blelloch86[. Binary associative

operations include min, max, and plus. A max-scan operation stores, in the

destination field of the nt h processor, the maximum value of the source field of

all processors 0 ... n --1. This is very rapid (< 1 ins) and can be very useful.

Other operations, such as plus-scan have been implemented. The enumerate

operation assigns a unique non-negative integer to all selected processors, in

.

the order of their cube-addresses, using plus-scan on processors with initial

value unity. Trhe copy-scan operation t~akes a value at tile First, processor and

distributes it t o the following processors.

-'.
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processor-number = [0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7]

A = [5 1 3 4 3 9 2 61

Plus-Scan(A) = [5 6 9 13 16 25 27 33]

Max-Scan(A) = (5 5 5 5 5 9 9 9]

Figure 3: Examples of Plus-Scan and, Max-Scan.

scan operations also work in the NEWS addressing scheme, termed it

grid-scans. These allow one to take the sum, find the maximum, copy, or

number values along rows or columns of the NEWS grid cuickly. The scan

operatu ns take segment bits that divide the processor ordering into segments.

The beginning of each segment is marked by a processor whose segment bit

is set: when the scan operation encounters a segment bit which is set, it

restarts the scan process. Time for scan operations are, for example, 200 ps

for enu,rerate, and 350 ps for plus-scan on an 8-bit field. Figure 3 shows the

results of plus-scan and max-scan operating on some example data.

1.2.2 Distance Doubling

Anrothfr important primitive operation is distance doubling [Lim86], which

can h, used to compute the effect of any binary, associative operation, as

". in scar,. on processors linked in a list, or ring. For example, using max,

doi,,q can propagate the extremum of a field in all processors in the ring

in ()(,OltN) steps. where N is the number of processors in the ring. Each

step ii! .Ives two send operations. Typically, the value to be maximized is the

cube-.,ddress (a ,,nique integer identifier) of the processor. At termination,

eaCh p rocssor ir, Ihe ring knows the label of the iaxiiu n lroc(sor In

the rii, . ',reafir tc r en d Ihe prirtpa l prtov.ssor. Thi s serves to lal ] l

colinr( ' proc:,sors unltqil!, anid to( nlotriiliEt a part icular pro(essor I ho

, 4.' riprz nc i;, d) as Ilie representative for tic ernlirt stot of coniected processor.

Fig -r, '-iow, !lie propagation of va.ut', ili a ring of eight process,,4K lFan h

p,r , - . ritialv,. al step 0. has an ad rs>,, (f 0if i t xt pro-(cssor 'i, 1,, r;tg,

arid .. ', (b I I') e m axim ized. A l ,, trt l i tat loll of t , 1i), 1

p' . ,v. ,,dressts of procE ssor- ''  I ti Tdd III, itlt tI

el4V
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" Processor

Step 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

(7,1) (0,2) (1,3) (2,4) (3,5) (4,6) (5,7) (6,0)

. 4 1 5 2 11 12 19 3

1 (6,2) (7,3) (0,4) (1,5) (2,6) (3,7) (4,0) (5,1)

4 5 5 11 12 19 19 19

2.(4,4) (5,5) (6,6) (7,7) (0,0) (1,1) (2,2) (3,3)

-19 19 12 19 19 19 19 19

(0,0) (1,1) (2,2) (3,3) (4,4) (5,5) (6,6) (7,7)

19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19

Figure 4: Distance Doubling: Each box contains (left,right address) above,

and value below.

all values within 2 '1 processors away. In the example, the maximum value

has been propagated to all 8 processors in log 8 3 steps.

1.3 Rules of the Game

In analyzing the problems described here, output operations have sometimes

been included, but input operations have been neglected. The justification for

this is that a vision system using a parallel processor such as the Connection

Machine should maintain its data structures as long as possible in the parallel

computer. Transfers to and from a serial host should be avoided as often as

possible.

Several of the problem specifications state that the input is in the form
of real numbers. In particular, the benchmarks on Geometric Constructions

--. and Triangle Visibility use real-valued coordinates. The benchmark on edge
detection can be understood to require real numbers for the entries in the

"Laplacian" operator. The Connection Machine, however, has bit-serial pro-

cessors and hence has no fixed word length. It is extremely easy then to

compute with indefinite length integers; our implementation of convolution

uses this feature, so we do not use real numbers in smoothing the image for

edge detection. The on!y other problems in which real numbers are not used

" are the Voronoi I)iagram and Euclidean Minimum Spanning Tree (EMST)

example; in the first, the data are assumed rounded to integrr values so that

5.
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the mesh connections in the Connection can be used for brush-tire propaga-

tion, and the EMST depends on the Voronoi Diagram. All other examples

assume real arithmetic when necessary.

The parallel computing environment at the mIT AI Lab cornsisl. o! a

Connection Machine tliillis851 with 16K processors, with a Syin bol cs ,670

Lisp Machine as host. Connection Machine programs utilize Lisp synta:, in a

language calied *ILisp Lasser86]. Statements in 'Lisp programs are compild
.-- -I and manipulated in the same fashion as lisp statements, contributing signif-

icantly to the ease of programming the Connection Machine. The experience

at %llT in using the Connection Machine software environment has been thOat

programming the Connection Machine is a relatively easy progression from

using Lisp, and that users can, within a week, begin programming complex

prng-ams on the Connection Machine. The improvements in execution time

from implementation to estimated times reflect expected improvements in

micro-rode for certain operations on the Connection Machine, as well as re-

codinig of the algorithms in a low-level language (PARIS). A compiler for

.Lisp is being constructed, which will eliminate the necessity of re-coding in

PA R IS. while generating code which uses the Connection Machine efficiently.

d".. -.•
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S.. '.2 Benchmark Problems

2.1 Edge detection

In this task, assume that the input iz an 8-bit digital image of size 512 512

pixels.

1. Convolve the image with an 11 xI sampled "Laplacian" operator Har-

alick84]. (Results within 5 pixels of the image border can be ignored.)

2. Detect zero-crossings of the output of the operation, i.e. pixels at which

the output is positive but which have neighbors where the output is

negative.

3. Such pixels lie on the borders of regions where the Laplacian is positive.
Output sequences of the coordinates of these pixels that lie along the

borders. (On border following see [Rosenfeld821, Section 11.2.2.)

The size of this image requires 4 virtual processors per physical processor.
Each pixel is mapped into a virtual processor.

2.1.1 Convolution with Laplacian

The llx1l sample "Laplacian" actually corresponds to filtering with a Gaus-

sian where a is 1.4,( ltaralick84], but see [Grimson85], where it is argued

that a much larger mask should be used for reliable results). But, for a mask

diameter of 11 pixels, the binomial approximation to the Gaussian, followed

by a discrete Laplacian, requires only 3 ins.

2.1.2 Detecting Zero-Crossings

This takes negligible time (0.05 ms). Each procvssor riced only examine the

sigi. bits of neighboring processors.

2.1.3 Border Following

To analyze this task, we consider two parameters, N, the number of cirves in

lif, irnage, and Max, the number of pixels on the longest curve. EiI. pixel
in te [iCnnection Machiine can linkk up with the neighbor pixels in t0, lirve,

-'Fv e xamninirg its 8-neigihors in the grid, in negligible time ( 2 ins). 'lach

7
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pixel wthe curve nuist niext be labeled with a u niq ue Identifier fo'r t he cir

!)0)ot /4 ' permits the pixels on the curve to select it label, the address of i!

prmifcptil ;roctsstor. for the curve, and to propagate that label throughout thle

C( 'lC.( (;og Afa]-) steps.

1 ii' ., thle total numbecr of curves can he corn p iied in 350 ts, by -'

the pri, tc pal processors, and entimerah'ng t hem uisinrg a si operatim iOt(-

sci (tt ,it ion cart return the number ofrC Vcu." N).-

) olto? the curves have been linked, labeled uniiquely, anil ()Uii;..

Tt P - tire construc ted so far is su ffic cut. to sl p 't most opera tiOnP 5 K

o ( r image understanding, so we can consider all processing after il S

Aput (Hi V. To output the pixels fromn the Connection Mlaclwlf

the on the curves should be numbered in order to create a sti-eam ';f

con:.c.' 0f points. The curve-labeling step, usingr doubli'ng, can be augientell

*to r ; lie disti ance from the pirt'ncpal processor, a.s well as its label, durlingf

InK)e 1p tpagation, at only a slight increase in message length. We can fibid

the k i I- of the longest curve. Afax, b~y one global-max operation (200;ps).

A inple method suggested by Guy lBlellocli lets us assign to each poirt

ON a: eQ( an irldex, so that the points can be ordered in a stream for output

trotil T Conntection 'Machirie. Each edge sends its length to the processor

wh -; idiiress is the index of the edge.. Then, a plus-scan on the set of

proei-: cpresenting these edge lengths generates the starting location, in

the i of the first point in each edge. This value is sent to the first point,

(tilt IPoint) in the edge, which broadcasts it. to the points in the edge.

1isIng 'i'~f~g Kach point consl ructs an index for itself from its location in

he eU.at;( the sitreamn location of the First point. Ordering the pixels by

atfl! 7: (ti jkes (lhg AMaxrns, for doubi'ng, two routing operat ions and

a sc.,.Y

tern'~~~~~ ~~~ I stle en-hi ~ alules to ilie add ress given h\ i

rak, 1 Akcs oi ,t' ~i operiation)i, k 11 t rio oil lsionis. The (x,y) coordIn1a te(s

of 0. l- o ) !!W ( urF i will be- W seqiii ii o rde r in the prorcesc~c v ; it

04
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, ,, S The total for Border Following is:

Propagate label and eriimerate poiuts -1 log A a" ms

Enumerate curves 3 5 0 p1s

Rank pixels 2(log.\fax) , 31s

Send I ins

For typical values in a 512 512 image

Wax = 512 log Afay 9

* N = 256 log N - 8

Propagate label and enumerate points 36Ms

Enumerate curves 350is

Order pixels 21 ms

. Send Ims

The first two sub-tasks are necessary to construct curves out of individual

- pixels. The last two are necessary for output. Considering the first, two,

Border Following requires 3_Gms. The remaining time, to prepare for output,

is 22ms. In total, approximately 58ns is need to perform Border Following.

The first two steps, Convolution and Detecting Zero Crossings, add neg-

ligible time to this process, so approximately 60ms will sufrice.

Edge Detection

Sub-task Implemented Estimated

Convolution 3ms 2ms

Find Zero-Crossings 0.5ms 0.5ms

Propagate label 36ms 36?ns

Enumerate curves 350is I 50ps

Rank and send pixels 91ms 22rnrs

Total - without Output lOims 39?1s

Total - with Output 131rnis 61?ns

Notc: Tlue rirr,,'r (IIot(d lr(e arc 11ic-d mo a c(onigurtlilo a GlK Cor-

ncction Macliine, iilirg a Virtiui] Iroce.sor ratio of 1:1.
'

! " " -... * . ." ..''" :, -. 2 . ." ., '.



2.2 Connected component labeling

1. Here the input is a 1-bit digital irnl ge of size )12 .512 pixel-. ",he

output is a 512 512 array of nonnegative integers in which

2. pixels that were 0's in the input image have value 0

3. pixels that were l's in the input image have positive valies: t o such

t* ! pixels have the same value if and only if they belong to the sarie con-

ne-ted corn ponent of I's in the input image (On connected compoielt

labeling see Rosenfeld82., Section 11.3.1.)

A fast practical algorithm for labeling connected components in 2-I) irn-

age arrays using the Connection Machine has been developed by Willie Lirn

l,irn8G . The algorithm has a time complexity of O(log N) where A' is the

number of pixels. The central idea in the algorithm is that propagating the

largest or smallest number stored in a linked list of processors to all proces-

sors n the. list takes O(logL) time, where L is the length of the list, using

doubling.

In the algorithm (see [Lim861 for more details), the label of a connected

1"(-connected) component is the largest processor address (i.e. processor id)

of the processors in the set. The 2-D array of processors in the Connection

Machine are norbered from left to right, top to bottom fashion. The al-

gorithu first looks for boundary processors, i.e., processors which are either

on the array boundary or have at least one neighbor (8-connected) with a

different pixel value. These processors are linked together to form matching

pairs of boundaries separatirig pairs of regions. For example if region A is

umple: ely surrounded by region B. then at the border between A and B

there art, two rnuat hi tg boundaries- one on the A side and the other on the

B f le' .. he label of each boundary is found in O(log N) time.

.- .
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Since a region can have more than one boundary (e.g. when it stirronids

one or more region), the largest bomnd ary Iabel has to be found. This i

done by building a tree of' boundaries such t ha e-twh boundary that is not

the outermost boundary of a region is connected to a bow idary (inr the sat tie

region) to its East. If thc:c I ,tore than one botidary to its East. it is

connected to the one with the largest boundary label. Setting up this coit-

nectivity takes O(log X,) time. The tree of boundaries is use(l for jroi nirig up

the boundaries of the region into one long boundary. In another ()(log N)

step. the largest boundary label, which is also the largest processor id in the

set, is propagated to all the boundary processors in the region. This label

which is also the region !all ;s propagated to all the processors ill the region

in another O(log N) step. This the whole algorithm lakes 16 log Xms on the

Connection Machine. The complexity of this step is measured in terms of the

longest boundary in the image. If N is of the order of 512 512, then log N is

4Is. so the estimated time for this operation is 300m., (worst case). When the

longest boundary is approximately 512 pixels long, the lime is 150oms. Note

that these estimates are based on existing hardware.

Another connected component algorithm by Guy Blelloch utilizes scan

"' operations along grid-lines. [n each phase of his algorithm, the label of a

region, as specified by the processor with maximum cube-address, is propa-

gated left, right, up and down, with a max-scan operation. The number of

phases of this algorithm depends on the alignmnnt of figures in the image.

Its worst-case behavior originates from an image containing long ellipsoidal

regions, oriented along diagonals. Present implementations require 3Grns per

phase, but expected rewrites into micro-code will bring this down to 12ms

per phase. The number of phases is commonly around 12, which means that

;jiso requi res apnroximately 150ms for a 512 , 512 image.

in2.
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Connected Component Labeling

Method Implemented Estimated

Doubling (length = x 512) 300ms

Doubling (length = 512) - 30ms

Scanning (12 phases) 450ms 15OMS

Note: The times quoted here are based on a configuration of a (AK (on-

nection Machine, using a Virtual Processor ratio of 4:1.

4 12
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2.3 Hough transform

The input is a 1-bit digital image of size 512 x 512. Assume that

the origin (0,0) is at the lower left-hand corner of the image, with

"- the x-axis along the bottom row The output is a 180x512 array of

": nonnegative integers constructed as follows: For each pixel (x,y)

having value 1 in the input image, and each i, 0 < i < 180, add 1

to the output image in position (ij), where j is the perpendicular

distance (rounded to the nearest integer) from (0,0) to the line

through (x,y) making angle i-degrees with the x-axis (measured

counterclockwise). (This output is a type of Hough transform; if

the input image has many collinear l's, they will give rise to a

high-valued peak in the output image. On Hough transforms see

[Rosenfeld82], Section 10.3.3.)

The solution to this problem will involve 180 separate operations, each

of which computes the Hough Transform for a particular angle, 0. For each

angle, broadcast cosO and sinO to each of the processors. Each processor then

computes the scalar product of its (x, y) address in the grid with the normal
vector described by the broadcast pair. This number is bounded above by

* 512Vl, not 512 as suggested in the problem description. This can, of course,

be remedied by scaling by v'2. Also, we can use a clever trick, suggested by

Mike Drumheller, to reconfigure the processors - each computes its location

on a linearization of the machine by lines normal to the specified angle. Each

pixel then has a unique address, sequential along the normal lines, in the

machine. Each pixel can send its value to the processor with its number,

in one router cycle (there are no collisions). The pixels then lie, in linear

order in the machine, according to their position on the normal lines. Each

processor at the beginning of one of the normal lines sets a segment bit. Then

a plus-scan using segment bits accumulates the numbers of pixels in each line

for the histogram in the processors with segment bits. One send operation

can collect the values into the histogram. This suffices to construct a column

of the histogram. Each angle requires some computation to

1. compute the scalar product

-. 2. compute an address along scan lines

13
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One send, followed by a scan, followed by a send completes the process

for a column. Each angle requires about 4 is (VI' 4:1), and only 3nis for

V1 1:1. The entire Hiough Transform is computed in approximately 720ms.
This estimate is, of course, based on a 512 x 512 image. For this image size,

the Connection Machine is using a 4:1 VP ratio, resulting in a reduction in

processing speed by a factor of 4 for most operations. For a 256 x 256 image,

the time for the histogram is reduced to 540rns. The procedure describe here

uses unique addresses for the linearization step. There is little penalty for

'-. having up to 16 collisions per destination, so a randomizing strategy can be

used: messages are sent to random locations in a range depending on the

normal distance. The messages, when they arrive, are summed, using the

send with sum operation.

Consider a Hlough Transform in which edge fragments form the primitives,

rather than pixels. Each edge point votes for only one orientation; each point

generates an integer identifying its Hough Transform value, using no more

than 17 bits (512 x 180). These values are sorted in 25ms, plus-scanned, and

then sent to the table. The total is no more than 3Oms.

Hough Transform

Method Implemented Estimated

Full 180 steps (512 x 512) 720ms

Full 180 steps (256 x 256) - 540ms

From edge elements (512 x 512) -30ms

Note: The times quoted here are based on a configuration of a 64K Con-

- nection Machine, using a Virtual Processor ratio of 4:1.

D. - .



2.4 Geometrical constructions

The input is a set S of 1000 real coordinate pairs, defining a set of

1000 points in the plane, selected at random, with each coordinate

in the range 0,10001. Sev,ral omitputs are required.

1. An ordered list of the pairs that lie on the boundary of the

convex hull of S, in sequence around the boundary.

2. The Voronoi diagram of S, defined by the set of coordinates

of its vertices, the set of pairs of vertices that are joined by

edges, and the set of rays emanating from vertices and not

terminating at another vertex. (On Voronoi diagrams see

[Preparata851, Section 5.5.)

3. The minimal spanning tree of S, defined by the set of pairs

4of points of S that are joined by edges of the tree.

4.

2.4.1 Convex Hull

Each non-terminating ray of the Voronoi Diagram, described later, corre-

-O sponds to an edge of the convex hull of the set of points. Generating the

ordered set of points on the hull from the Voronoi diagram only requires

traversing the Delaunay triangulation along edges which correspond to these

rays, and takes 0(11) steps, where H is the cardinality of the set of rays.

Each step involves following a pointer in the Connection Machine, less than

l1s.

I



An al ternative met hod for the conLvex hull calculiation begins fromn G ra-

hamn's si -qwent jal algori thin [Preparata85,p. 103;, and does riot rely on the

ullderl,, i ig grid. Initially, an interior point is determined in 4 ext renilI1

opcrat ii ui on the Connection Machine, finding the x and y extremia of the

poii its. FLich point is assigned an angle by constructing a vector fromi this

point Thel' the points are sorted by angle in 20rns. Let us define a ronvex

Wedge tbe region forined by connecting a section of the convex hull to

the in t,,7 )I' p( i;U At fisthe wedges are triangles formed from necighbor-

ng P' tis and It hf c Icre poinlt. Grahat's algori thlim recursively const ricts

convex edges o( size 21* by me rging wedges of size 1', initially 2. The outer

curves of these wedges can be merged into new convex wedges in O(log N)

steps Ox>,rmnars 8 I . There are O(log N) merge steps, so the overall comiputa-

tion requires O(log' N) router operations. Since N = 1000, log N is 10, and

the v. hfl process requires lO0ms, simply for the router operations. Other

computa' olis mnay bring the entire cost up to 200mns. All computations are

in floa~ting point. This analysis considers worst case.

Asi'il 'cLisp implementation of the Jarvis march algorithm[rprts

waS co! rticted. In each iteration, each point computes its slope from a ref-

erenc:e jonwhich is on the hull or outside (at first). To compute the slope

needs t'osubtractions and one division. Each step consists in computing

the slko fmduing the global minimum slope, and finding the point with that

slIo 1) e. Iple i ruplemnentation takes 5pris per step, which could be reduced

to 3m-i !,y re-ccding in PARHIS. Trial examples with random points had an

ax e:ra 'e r1Irb'r of points on the hL1WI of approximately 23. The total time

reqtirc F(; iis!;a II 1 50?ris, which will be red uced 90mns in the PA RIS version.

Thi ' d -(p e i re, 3 seconds if all 1000 points were on the Intill. btit It is

nir t- I r'lst( r n lio eXpected Case.

J'%
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2. 1.2 Voroiloi Diagram.,;

A-,'arxwa I et itlL. -Xga r%%a S5. (c(rjI w a ((logi N)\ ;i Io rtrIr fr con)IpIrt I I!

\Toronoi d iagrat Is I i parallel (, usinrg tire CHl EV W a CoI(rrrri I 16,, .i X( Iuit VC

Wr ite) model. For this pa rt Ic iir t\ripv hJis (I~ It ))Stepjs.

each of which will take at least 1 m.s. '1' is requrn at 1. :,t I osconrd ini tot al.

The algorithm descri ptiton is sketci v and seenis (i filil ',. Ii tp I cioit, A

careful anaily sis mnight show, tl~a* !is Ilas t ihcrs riiq ~:11 ~a in

the ConinectiOn Mlachinie has I he NJ \V S iwtwork . a :set -;, t. ( nect 1tS

among the processors, a brush-lire mret 110( cat] be east I ri~pbrnerI ted on

the Connection Michinle. T!-w poi nl s nave coorui nat es i M il( T j jj1 100

so the Connection NMacil!oc mnust U c a VP~ ratio o)f lI a bnta

integer brush-fire method. One can argue that ini miaTny vis ion Pi!C m tons

the coordinates of the points are restricted to the range of h1)e rresoltt on of

the camera coordinati- system, in which case 512 a512 is a reasonable jange.

A VP ratio of 4:1 results froir a 512 x 512- grid.

Using the Euclidean metric, and propagating the index of the processor

containing the point, the Voronoi region around a point caii he labeled in

D steps, where D is the diameter of the largest, Voronoi region. The De-

launay triangulation, tihe dual of the graph of the Vororioi diagram, can be

constructed by propagating b~ack to the originator the inldices- Of all points

which share a Voronoi edge. This also takes D steps. This can, of course, be

simiplified 1, only performing this back-propagation step froin tire Voronoi

vertices. Thus, collisions can be minimized. Alternatively, niessages from

Voronoi vertices can carry the naighbor information to the originial points.

This takes one router cycle, with an avermge nuirnrer of collisions of 6. Propa-

ga tion (wit h 'VP ra tio 1: :1) takes 30rnis per step in exper ien t,, Ai II c od inig i n

PARHIS, or *Lis;p comrpilation, this can be improved to no morc tin.", 1 0? q per

step. Wi t It a 'VP ratilo of 16: 1, a propagation st ('p t a kvs I 6077zs P Ip aIg

to all Voronoi edges t akes 160D) inis (at 16:1). where 1) is the diarrieter of the

largest. Voronoi rcg:n. Tril examles,, with raridorinlY (list Iriii prts i

the region liad average dimneter approxiinatel,;' 12. s,, this t will takew less

* ~than 2 Second(S (1 6:1), wlriclh redl t es ") 5SOrmns for 51 , 51 2. 1 )1d iia' ional

xOrk to identify Voromoi vertie arid send I le infortnmar li tilw~i cririe tions

will take- 1(55 t iran1

* 17
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2.4.3 iiiiiSpnigTe

Gufy 111,lloch ( personal communication) has developed anl ()(2.5 lo, N) a Igo-

rithrii For comrputing the MST of a graph, where N' is the niumber of" vertices

in tic graph. Each step in this process requires approximately 67fs. Thie

E uclidean NIST derives from the VD), so onl]'y edges in the MST need be

examined. 25 steps (estimiated for this size graph) take l5rnis. The tiie

* ~~~~complexity. conicretely, is 15 log N ins. where N isthnmbroveiesn

the graph.

(eoijietric Construlctions

*S uh-task Implemented IEstimated

V ~ ~ Convex Hull (from VD) -50in~s I
0(OnIVeX 11ull1 (Graham scan) -_ 00s

' oiiex Hfull (Jarvis march) - iSms 1on

\ronoi Diagram (1024 x 1024) 4 s 2 Ors

Voronoi Diagram (512 x 512) 1 s 500771s

M InimumSpanning Tree (from VD) -_______ ltns]

Nt.'I'hie timnes quoted here are based on a configuration of a 64K Con-

nectii %lachine. For the two Voronoi Diagram methods, the Virtual Proces-

sor rt are 16:1 and 4:1, and the data points are quantized to 1024 xc 1024

or 51'! -12 D)istance calculations are in floating point. For the direct conivex

hull (ct> A iicons in floating point), and minimum spanning tree problems,

the \, 7i'atlo is 1:1.

5%%



2.5 Visibility

The input is a set of 1000 triples of triples of real coordinates,

((r,s,t), (u,v,w), (x.y,x)), defining 1000 opaque triangles in three-
*" dimensional space, selected at random with each coordinate in

the range 0,10001. The output is a list of vertices of the triangles

p., that are visi b from (0,0,0).

A triangle shadows all vertices which lie in the triangular cone formed by

the origin and the edges of the triangle, and which are behind the plane con-

taining the triangle. The volume in space defined by this criterion is described

by 4 linear inequalities, from the bounding half-spaces. Each triangle, in a

pre-processing step, generates the four plane equations. A vertex can then

be tested for visibility by evaluating these equations for its (x, y) coordinates.

All vertices test whether they are shadowed by the triangle in parallel. The
time for each triangle is approximately 12ms. Repeating this computation

serially for all 1000 triangles is obviously too expensive.

The following formulation uses multiple copies of the triangles. The
problem can be parallelized by copying the triangles 65 times in the mem-

ory (64K) of the Connection Machine. This divides the machine into 65
subsets of processors. Each triangle processor will handle up to 47 points

(ceiling(3000/65)). Triangles 0 through 999 occupy processors 0 through 999

(cube address), and so forth. The descriptions of the triangles must be gen-
erated. A conservative estimate of the time for generating triangles is 50ms,

counting the necessary vector subtractions and cross-products to compute

normal equations for planes. The computed triangle descriptions comprise 4

* plane equations,

SAix+ B,y+C i z+D = 0

each of which contains 4 32-bit numbers; the entire description is 512 bits

long. The descriptions of all 1000 triangles can be copy-scanned to replicate

them 65 times, in 15ms, and then sent, in one step, to the correct processors,

in 15ms. Then, points are sent to the sets of triangles against which they are

to be tested. The first 47 points are sent to processors 0... 46, the next 47

to processors 1000.. .3046, and so forth.

1 .9
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te . e , -crted at Ithe It, "1e t l t t I ('gi( I set of r 2,

poi1ts .s Cot')tl-scan tidacross the set, of tring .or on a 96 hit h i2)
field tak,< i u . All triangles test the actlit tn, i ii p aralh: . I ',i-

['io ttJ descriptions of the point, are cW 1, ft. : :;, ,. 'hi. , , ,

point I the beginrng of each section t I r r i ,- re;dy !o he (utp . .

the t~in L,-J,' in the next step Ekach fIli .t''- ; - lTrt., >i(e 't .

steps. "he total time re.q -ir -d ,s 85Oo)n.s.

NAr! it!e rn atIe formi11uIa t io n U ses t he grit dnIo I r of thc (o ti I, -

chine. 1),, tapping a projection plane, a1 1 re i ft PI si(h. regio ,.

nal to a !ine( of sight from the origin, onto the 2-( '2-& grid of tit ( , ,

N la(:rctii,. More than one vertex of a triangle i al in a partit

-but, by beigri careful, this can be made to work. N'xt. the vertiCt-
triaiigl., gen-erate lines in the grid, forming tl(' projection of the ,,. f

t 'ri a Tgi ,s .rto the grid, by a stardard vector to rastter kon'ersiot .i

bits are set at these pixels. This step requires Ti) more than 2 5m.- , ini .

the pr ( -ted vertices of triangles are distributed across the row. of it gri!l

by a qrtl-sr(m operation using copy, stopping at the pixels routaitiWigt., prot-

ectt( I ,,, of the triangles. Each tim ta poimit encounters at e(g,e I .

t,, see w iet her the plane represented by the edge covers it. If so. tlIt( piinIt

turn , ,ind Is no Ionger handled. Scan (perations continue as long as act*1

poinIts o i:-i.nter edges. The totat number of iterations is the nut "her of ri-

angl(es t n(lostng, but not covering, a point. Simlat ions performed using t he

specifie,, nuinber of' triangles with the given range of coordinates, randml l
geniera' ,d showtd that the maximum number of triangles enclosing hut riot

covering a point averaiges around 200. F ach ,ra? operation, with a check t,)
firid ,O tYtnior the point is covered, req tires no more than 57n.q. Trhie total.

appro , ,j tely . , is less than Ihe previous method. In aI ddition , this met hod

dep i 1 *4t the niiIIibcr of t ria ngles wh i( h ovrlap when projected. ?aidoil!

t.fl, ,-ified the , r~t case for Itlw "e'tihod,: trios! practical exsirdes

,wiII fot., 1t., -Xt iw wCOVC.riIgs of apprrtxiltr 1, IJ or 20 triangles.

*20)
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Triangle Visibility

MethodImplemented Estimated

Scanning L IOS

-Note: The times quoted here are based on a configuration of a 634K Coll-

niection Machinle, using a V\,irtual Processor ratio of 1:1. All numerical calcu-

lations are floating point.

0
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2.6 Graph matching'':

Tli, input is a graph G having 100 vertices, each Joined by an

edgue to 10 other vertices selected at random, and another graphl

Ht liaving 3 0 vertices, each joined by an edge to 3 other vertike.s

me ctod at random. The output is a list of the o(-currences ,of
-aii isomorphic image of) H as a subgraph of ;. As a variation

,on Ihils task, suppose the vertices (and edges) of G and 1H have

,,,I- vued labels ill SOrle bounded range, then the output t lthat

o{ currence (if any,) of H as a subgraph of G for which the sili ,of

the absolute differences between corresponding pairs of labels is
2. pa minimthum.

--. This tak (subgraph isomorphism) is known to be NP-corplete. As such,
we can expect the worst-case behavior of any (present) solution to be expo-

-nential i the size of the graph G. The graphs in this particular problem aeniafor i degree, so thatany vertex inH can match with anyvertexin G,

based edv on degree. Most heuristics for this problem rely on ron-uniformit

of the lo-raes of vertices in the graphs, and so will fail for this instance of

tile pl(,,ierlt.
For ihis particular exa hple, Carl Feynnan implemented a program to test

for s vihraph isoborphism on random graphs having the specified structure.

His , ran for 17 hours on a Symbolics 3640 isp Machine, had found

,... 13;,000 solution matchings, and had explored 10' s of the search space, from
-which e sonjectured that there were 1012 soputions for this pair of rando

r waphs ,,ing the required characteristics. In the theory of random graphs

.8olloh,i-1985' threshold functions describe that the probability of finding

na ratclig given the sizes and degrees of wo graphs. For graphs of the

spcifin! degizes and degrees, this theory indicates that there is a athing

oii prdit g y one, in other words , andrsoawillnfcandidate inatcaes.

22
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-~W\e wi il outlifne a 1O('i hod to rlS 1,1 Yto thle riiii tcliNO for(,( j dili.g 010,

processors of the C onnectIin Naci iel. A sinilar :ltI ii o r )t,-101! fl (W~t-

t tIcula r size of graph. )1 bis gr C"'IAI i tI IS~ fe Ill ee< 1 ; rrIn iIChImgI!

* ~is a mapping it of ioertices i oei it ~ . h; W V (

It, and h in If are connect ed in /II iher rilages, p (I: aInId p 1art con-

I i( CtI (1 n11 (:. k r'uaT(-lIi J I1I.' rf- d I I is a d I t\ I I

c()ntailiiig I iTI~( e "'t~ it l' li or 0. 1 i 11I' i, c h Tw silze-

of lit IIi!; i S th li f ril 1h r of /(r, ci es i do ti I i'~

-~of at rlatl;:; !'-f 1 ii ;I ll-' I IY t, Ic 1i i Ci ! ' t 1) p ed

lo(AtIoil of preec(,- 1 n m T IM 1 - \1 J)c r t~u i j, 1.' v- 1oi 'let; 1' if each

active pro(~ o Nt I c ." )T , p I Ii I' I i c L. r) r I hin.Iit a ItchIIingif

rproc~sii avure- N ir.! I' '-r to .: aI ,,i gal iCeS-

o (r,. It Ith nr hiinds proctsso(rs it I t i t w1( %It h )if-l ;itiIl 1s: i5i then

ret irined lo th pool ,0(2 AFrce processo r,.

th disc rij:ionis of the grainhs oa ht stored in sevcial wViv' in the Coni-

% ri ~eic Ili Mac(hi ne. Since (; Is I 0o) 7 61,s fie ce~fded t o referencei an entry in

G7. The i.lo~acencv ilst of' ei;ach %verteNx 1heIin 70 hits long, Storing explicitly

each refetrence. Since (; K 100. dic etilire graph renilires 7000) hts, more

thIan 1he 11c'(1rrenTt Orl l('- I iT MIao ';e 1)ro,.ides. AlIterna tivel y, wii can use a

d is-, rihbutt ed representI at ion of G, whtere Ihe adjacency I at of eac h vertex in

G; stored in a different processor- as a I 00-hit vector. Thlenl, a. Mnatc hing pro-

cessor can get the i nformnation b~y using , a send operationl, to tIIe processor

with the data. The vertices in G7 cain be stored, with niany copies, through-

Out the Connection Mfachinle. This ineans, ;.itli 64!K proce~ssors that there

4 wloill be approximately 655 copies of the graph, one for ever IU) a tciliings.

E~ach matching proces sor can aicces;s these copies randomfly, so t~iai t cnet Ion

among the processors is minimized. The address of the v ert ex iieihio list

for vertex G. needed by a -matchlung can he calculated from thne ciddress of thle

trinatching processor and a Tandon variable. It1 is 30, necessitating 5 hits, to

rfrnea vertex in iiH. Each o.e rt ex has degree 3, s0 I hie comoplt Ie desc ri pt io11

of grap)h If only reqiires 30 ,,3 -5 450O hi' A matching needs to rocordl

for each v',rtex in 11 t lie niatcl d vertex in G7, so it needs 30 7 -10 hits.

Farhl niatf-Iiing processor cont jii 1C r;i Tn of [1 as wvell as thne partial

-. o . .r . e .
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• -- In each phase of matching generat ion, a matching at level k, I < k 11',

S -" must expand itself to all legal successor riatchings at the next level. Matching

processors may be expanding at many differen , levvls, since resource Iinila-

tions may delay expansion until some processor faiis, and is returned to the
pool. To expand itself, a m:tt i .,i know, first, tie ne ig hbors of hl. 1,

and, second, the vertices in G' to which those neighbors have been matchvd.

These data allow a nmat ching at levol k to prune its expansion, generating only

legal successors. The description oft i! is stored locally ini each processor. To
2. .. recover the neighbors of hk4 I, each processor steps through the description

- of H, until it encounters the k -- Vth entry, and then records the contents of

this entry. This takes no 01,,er than 3rs. This step fiii(d1 the neighbors of

the new vertex in HI.

%.:' Each expanding matching examines the neighbors of hIk. to determine
the nodes in G to which they have been matched. The neighbors of each

such vertex in G must be retrieved from the distributed representations of G,

using a send operation. The adjacency information in G is stored as 100-bit

vectors. Retrieving this information needs 5m.s per vortex, so 15vns total

.. . may be required for the three possible neighbors of h , 1. Now, we must

compute the intersection of these bit vectors, describing all possible nodes in

G adjacent to the matches in G of neighbors Of hk1i. This can be done in

time linear in the number of nodes in G, but such bit operations are fast;

the total time for graphs of this size is estimated to be less than 3rns. Then

we exclude from the intersection all nodes already matched in the current
matching, leaving the possible expansions in G. This is another fast, logical

AND NOT operation on the bit vector, taking less than lras. The remining

vertices are the possible expansions in G. All are legal, that, is, the nodes in

G to be matched are unmatched, ard are adjacent to existing constraining

matches from H. If this set is empty, the matching fails. The ent iro phase of
computing the pos ,ible successors needs no more than 25ms.

25
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2.7 Minimum-cost path

The input is a graph G having 1000 vertices, each joined by an

edge to 100 other vertices selected at random, and where each

edge has a nonnegative reai-v: ,d weight in some bounded range.

Given two vertices P,Q of G, the problem is to find a path from

P to Q along which the sum of the weights is rninimum.

The graph can be represented as an adjacency list in the Connection

*. Machine. The algorithm, a Connection Machine implementation of Dijkstra's

algorithm, is given in IJlillisS5]. Each step in computing the shortest path

consists in each vertex sending to each of its neighbors the distance from
the source to itself plus the length of the connecting edge along which the

message is sent. With this number of vertices and edges, there are more edges

(100,000) than the number of processors, so virtual processors will be used,

at the ratio of 2:1. Each step involves a send operation, using the router.

The receiver compares all incoming values and selects the minimum.

Messages are sent only when the distance from the source is less than in-

finity (some initial value for all processors). This reduces the number of con-

flicts at many stages. Initial experiments require 9ms per step and analysis

indicates that 5ms per step is possible to achieve. The number of steps de-
pends on the diameter (the length of the longest p,,th in the graph explored).

The algorithm stops when no processor changes its value as the result of the

messages it has received. For this particular problem, with such high degree

of interconnection, the number of steps will be around 10, resulting in an

overall time to completion of approximately 50ms. The implementation and

experiments were performed by Mike Drumheller.

Minimum Cost Path

Method Implemented Estimated
90ms 50ms

Note: The times quoted here are based on a configuration of a 64K Connec-

tion Machine, using a Virtual Processor ratio of 1:1.

I
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Tisk lnlplemeilted Es tinliated

""" Edge (hetec t ion

. Convolution 3ms 2rus

. Find Zero-Crossings 0.5ms (.57,

I Propagate lal)el 36ms 3r)ins

* La urricrate c u rves 350ps :,50ps

-Rank and send pixels 91ms 22ms

Total - without Output 40?rt. 39ins

Total - with Output 131rns 6 1rns

Connected Component Labeling

Doubling method (length = 512 x 512) -- 300ms

Doubling method (length 512) 1507ns

* Scan method (12 phases) 450ms 150ms

- - Hough Transform

. Full 180 steps (512 x 512) 720?ns

-" "-- Full 180 steps (256 x 256) -- 540ms

From edge elements (512 x 512) -- 30ms

Geometric Constructions

Convex Hull (from VD) 50ms

Convex Hull (Graham scan) 200ms

Convex Hull (Jarvis march) 150ms lOOms

N-'. Voronoi Diagram (1024 x 1024) 4s 2s

Voronoi Diagram (51.2 x 512) 1s 500ms

, Minimum Spanning Tree (from VD) 150ms

Triangle Visibility

Multiple copies 850ins

Scanning o.0s

Graph Matching

Per expansion step 50ins

Minimum Cost Path

9Oms 50rn.s

Figure 6: Summary Table
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